Enterprise Application Management Team

June 10, 2015

Attendance: Bart Jacoby, Colby Callahan, David Tobler, Denise Vandevanter, Joe Belnap, Laura Busby, LuAnn Smith, Ray Walker, Robert Loveridge, Shane Peterson, Trish, Howard, Wendy Rosenlof, Margaret Bellon

Conducting: David Tobler

Discussion of RAC – Real application clusters

Discussion of UVLink

Banner upgrades

- Banner essentials training – have 6 licenses so have hours for on-line training - Ray will work on getting this set up with input from each area
- Have a list of upgrades that are coming out – purple means testing, yellow means complete, green means when Ellucian released the update, (is on the EAMT website)
- It was requested that the agenda for EAMT be posted on the Website
- Looking at when the next update will be done – next week (June 20, 2015) for financial aid
- The next window will be July 8 for employee HR

Discussion of Address Matches and clean-up

- On inactive addresses – keep them, but it is not necessary to clean them

Projects

- Grades First (athletics grant) – are determining from where they will pull the data
- Banner XE – working on GIT server, skinning applications, get development environments in place, work on advisor module in Ellucian, multiple PIDMS (will be on-line – may need to have another meeting)

Degree works

- Need to do an upgrade – Roark need at least 2 days (maybe 4), and then Robert needs a day (July 1, 2, 6, 7)
- This limits access for Wolverine Track
- May need to delay until September if there are issues in the upgrade

Decisions

Upgrade for financial aid on July 20, 2015
Upgrade for Employee HR on July 8, 2015
On inactive addresses – keep them, but it is not necessary to clean them